How to play your part in reaching net zero
All survey data taken from the BSI Net Zero Barometer

4 10
out
of

businesses have made a commitment
or at least are considering one to
achieve net zero by 2050.

Start
Commit your business to net zero

Consider benefits as much as costs

Seek guidance

The UK has set a target for all businesses to
achieve ‘net zero’ GHG emissions by 2050.
The first decisive step is to make a firm pledge
to achieving net zero.

Cost is cited as the biggest barrier to achieving
net zero by 44% of all businesses but many of the
measures required in reducing emissions, such
as greater energy efficiency, can bring significant
cost savings.

82% of senior decision makers require more
guidance if they are to achieve the net zero
target by 2050. Advice from a range of sources
are available, including the Government, industry
associations and local chambers of commerce.

Be willing to innovate

Take a rounded approach

Collaborate

Looking beyond carbon offsets, you may be
able to identify and develop plans for carbon
reduction. These could include sustainability
policies around employee travel, from incentive
schemes to reduce travel, to subsidies for
electric vehicles.

A rounded approach, with management and
measurement systems in place, is most likely
to bring you the greatest success. Our research
shows that reducing energy consumption,
followed by waste reduction, are the two most
common measures that businesses have taken
as part of their net zero strategy.

By taking part in an open
conversation on net zero,
you will be contributing
to knowledge-sharing and
feeding a wider appetite
for change.

“We are shifting to
recycled materials and
minimizing use of paper.
We still need to work
on car emissions to and
from the workplace.”

Make a Plan!
Try to find an approach that suits
your business model, and then
continue to review and evolve this
approach to reflect your changing
circumstances and needs.

UK business surveyed in BSI’s
Net Zero Barometer

Net zero by

2050

97%
Adopting effective tools
By following good practice established by recognized
standards bodies, you can give full consideration to the
challenges and ensure you make meaningful progress
towards net zero.
Standards are about applying trusted knowledge to
establish and maintain robust, reliable management
processes.

According to BSI’s Net Zero Barometer,
of the 97 per cent of businesses that have
put measures towards net zero in place,
an encouraging 93 per cent are using
standards for carbon reduction.

Further information
BSI UK’s national standards body. To find out more
about standards or to get involved:
@bsi_UK
bsigroup.com/netzero

Invest in skills
It is increasingly important for SMEs – and may well
be necessary for your business – to invest in people
to ensure they have the necessary skills to innovate.
Failure to invest in innovative ways of working, as
well as in the skills that such new methods require,
risks slowing progress and potentially missing the
2050 target.

